Net Neutrality should apply to fiber Internet services and wireless services as well. Former President George W. Bush may have prophesied during the 2000 and 2004 Presidential Election debates just what type of Internet future big corporations want when he talked of the Internets. There is just 1 Internet but big cable and Verizon want to carve it up into two Internets. A new fiber and wireless Internet without Network Neutrality that corporations can control (see Google Verizon Wireless Net Neutrality framework which claims to protect Net Neutrality for the wire-line Internet when users are accessing broadband over DSL lines or cable modem but then lets them discriminate on mobile broadband with wireless service) would then emerge. Don’t let them get away with it. Strengthen the 2010 Net Neutrality order by reclassifying broadband under Title II and make it clear that fiber and wireless services also are subject to common carrier nondiscrimination rules guaranteeing open access.

Deny the Verizon Cable deals or put even tougher regulatory conditions affecting the cross marketing agreements on them and on the spectrum license transfer to protect the public interest and the Open Internet.